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By Jeff Schultz

While we’re sitting here waiting for an announcement on whether the Hawks have fired coach Larry Drew, consider the
possibility that there may not be an announcement.

If you’ve followed Chris Vivlamore's reporting here and here and here, there are a few things we know for certain about the
Hawks’ situation:

• 1. General manager Danny Ferry has had a chance to work with Drew for over 10 months and one full season, he has been
given 10 days to process his post-season thoughts and he still has not announced if Drew will be brought back. (Note:
Drew's contract expires in June, so technically he wouldn't be fired if he's not back. But we're talking semantics.)

• 2. Ferry has told Drew he is going to interview other candidates.

• 3. Ferry has told Drew he is free to pursue other opportunities. The message: Go ahead, you’re not going behind my back,
just like I’m not going behind yours.

This is like the pro sports version of an open marriage.

Ferry feels there's no reason to make any declaration about Drew until after he goes through the process of interviewing
everybody he wants to interview. It's an unorthodox approach. Some might see it as disrespectful to Drew. But the counter
argument to that is Ferry is being completely open with Drew. He has told him he wants to go through this process and
speak to outside candidates. If Ferry had reached out to, say, Stan Van Gundy, while Drew was  being left in the dark, THAT
would be disrespectful.

That's not the case here. It's just ... weird.

I’m starting to believe the Hawks’ next news conference won't be to announce a firing but rather a hiring. If it’s not Drew – and
I still believe the odds are against his return – the firing will be implied.

Let me add a fourth bullet point that I didn't expect:

• 4. Ferry is giving significant thought to keeping Drew.

That's a bit surprising. That's not say Drew doesn't deserve that consideration. He does. He did a fine job given the hand he
was dealt, particularly this season with a roster full of expiring contracts and the rollercoaster that is Josh Smith. I just have
difficult time believing that Ferry is going to go through this whole process and interview potentially Van Gundy, San Antonio
assistant Mike Budenholzer, former Duke teammate Quin Snyder and anybody else and then conclude Drew is his man.

Then again, if Ferry did go through that entire process and keep Drew, it would be the ultimate endorsement.
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Posted by ftputt at 10:53 a.m. May. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

If they don't keep him, he'll be hired elsewhere. He did a good job this year with what he had. They didn't have Lou or Zaza in
the playoffs, so they were at a disadvantage. At least they were fun to watch (minus the bone headed moves of Josh). They
played team basketball, which was nice to see.
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Posted by JeanLE at 11:05 a.m. May. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

I think Larry Drew did a wonderful job with not a lot to work with and should be retained! We don't need a "name" coach and I
certainly don't want Van Gundy so we can attrack that malcontent Dwight Howard! The roster needs many changes (Jeff
Teague is not the answer, bring Zaza back and Kyle Korver, etc) but if given more to work with, Larry can take them further. If
Lou and Zaza had been healthy, they would've beaten the Pacers and moved on. Give Coach Drew another opportunity
because he has earned it.

Posted by Rick_James at 11:07 a.m. May. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

The Hawks are creating another Mike Woodson situation by making a change just for the sake of change.Larry has proved
that he can coach in the NBA and will get another job.He needs to give Ferry and the Hawks the middle finger and move on..
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With the money they have i hope they pull a Miami

Posted by CowbellHell at 11:08 a.m. May. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

Please God noooooooooo!! No more cigar store indian sitting on the sidelines while Jrough hoists another 3 or ignores the
point and brings the ball up himself resulting in ANOTHER bad shot. If he would have had the cojones to bench this bum I
might be inclined to give him another shot, BUT HE DIDNT. Get rid of him and start over, New GM = New Coach about 99%
of the time.

Posted by ValyboiPCH at 11:14 a.m. May. 13, 2013
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Since the coach in Memphis is in his last year of a contract get him. He won a ring as a player and i like his style of coaching
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